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LPE

The new polyurethane low pressure systems series LPE are made 

to dose and mix bi- component polyurethane foams. Beyond being 

compact and aesthetically pleasant, they have been designed to give 

the user the maximum reliability, safety and simplicity of use.

The LPE systems are built on a very strong casing. Special attention 

was given to the arm structure that supports the chemical lines 

because of the enormous stress that suffers during lateral and vertical 

movements (weakness of traditional systems). A push button panel 

was placed on the mixing head to facilitate its movement. The mixing 

head is very compact, even in presence of injectors for the colors unit.

The motor which drives the mixing scroll is assembled axially.

Thanks to an inverter it is possible to adjust the rpm of the same so

as to optimize the mixing of the components according to the

product to be injected.

In this system high performance and very silent brushless motors

are assembled. During foaming procedure it is hard to hear their 

noise; this is very important for the operators who have to remain 

several hours a day next to the equipment. The quietness of this 

system is one of the features that operators appreciate of this 

machine.

The presence of the pumps inside the tanks avoid the possibility

of leakages with obvious consequences of dirt and locking no type

of maintenance or replacement of seals is required.

The tanks are supplied with an air-casing for heating/cooling and

are equipped with external insulation.

They are heated by electric resistances placed under the tanks, 

whereas for cooling it is advisable to install exchangers in which

cool water supplied by a chiller (optional) runs.

The whole process of the machine is operated and controlled by

a powerful microprocessor (PLC). A touch screen display is 

assembled on the console framework and another one on the

mixing head; on both it is possible to set or recall all desired data

for the correct use /check of the system. The software can also 

interact with other automated systems on the basis of the

customer’s needs.
LPE

Data referred to materials with an average viscosity of 1000 cps and at a temperature of 24 oC with speci c weight of 1,15 Kg/Lt.
Other models with bigger capacities are manufactured on request.
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Examples of mixing scrolls
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MIXING HEAD

The forced lubrication mixing head

developed by our technicians presents

an innovative system for the opening

of the casting chambers.

Through an hydraulic power unit the

“dosing chambers” which are without

seals are driven axially. This feature,

unlike the normal systems in commerce

that move rolling through compressed air,

ensure long-term reliability and avoid

annoying downtimes and costs for the

blocking of the same. This system allowed

also to remove“thenon-return valve

“on the washing head circuit.

This valve is often blocked because of the

wear of the same, especially with water

washing. Also the chambers for dosing

the color (up to 6) are driven through an

hydraulic power unit. On request, an

intermediate injectors plate is assembled

between the head base and the mixing

device (optional). The head cleaning system

comes standard with an external tank for

the cleaning through ecological solvents

or through a hot water washing system

(optional).

Product entrance Product entrance Washing entranceProduct output

Injection washing

DELIVERY PHASE RECYCLING PHASE AND POSSIBLE WASHING AFTER INJECTION



LPE
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CONTROL PANEL

Data visualized on PLC touch screen display:

· components’ temperature

· pressures

· A:B component ratio

· quantity of injected product in Kg

· program number (memory cells)

· alarms and instruction on how to intervene

· choice of desired  ow rate.

The system can work in:

· manual mode;

· automatic mode: pre-set of desired quantity,

  ratio and  ow rate for each cell;

· 70 programs.

System’s integrations:

· possibility of installing a data printer (optional);

· possibility of technical assistance, new programming

  or simple checks via Internet-modem (optional);

· possibility of interacting with automated systems;

· barcode (optional).

Standard features of the LPE equipment:

· tanks with interspace and heating/cooling system;

· pumps helical gears;

· “flow-meter” for the  ow rate control (optional)l);

· tanks level control with visual system;

· electric console and display for control and data entry;

· low pressure injection head with recycle;

· hydraulic power unit;

· chemical lines support structure.

Control panel:

· injection button;

· up down button to move the arm

  structure with air piston;

· LCD display;

· push buttons for increasing/decreasing

  programs (memory cells);

· emergency button;

· washing button;

· air release button.

PLC Touch Screen Display

Remote panel on the head with 
PLC system
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CHEMICAL
PRODUCTS

OUR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS

Can be supplied in:

· IBC 1000/1250 kgs each

· barrels 200/250 kgs each

· small barrels 50 kgs each

· tankers 10,000/20,000 kgs each

In addition to manufacturing foam injection equipment, 

Europoliuretani produces and markets a wide range

of polyurethane foams in order to offer a complete 

service to its customers, consisting of reliable machines, 

innovative products and qualified after sales technical 

assistance.

The polyurethane systems provided by Europoliuretani 

are the “result” of years of experience, direct 

partnerships with companies and commitment to

the research and development of innovative and 

cutting-edge solutions.

Furthermore, thanks to nearly thirty years of experience 

of our chemical engineers, we can design customized 

products to suit the specific needs of our customers.
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RIGID
POLYURETHANE
SYSTEMS

A FEW EXAMPLES OF WHAT CAN BE ACHIEVED
WITH OUR POLYURETHANE SYSTEMS

The polyurethane systems manufactured by Europoliuretani can 

be subdivided into rigid, flexible, integral, viscoelastic 

and elastomer – they represent the “key material” of many 

industrial businesses’ production chain.

RIGID LOW OR MEDIUM-HIGH
DENSITY SYSTEMS

Many years of experience have allowed us to develop top-notch 

polyurethane systems in terms of ease of movement, dimensional 

stability, connection to various supports and, whenever required, 

thermal conductivity. 

These systems are suitable for different applications:

· refrigeration (walk-in chambers, refrigerated boxes, refrigerators, etc.)

· boating (buoys, life-vest, etc.) 

· sanitary systems (water heaters, boilers, etc.).

· doors and windows (shutters, frames, etc.)

· construction (sandwich panels for prefabricated structures)

· special applications (pipes, modules, mannequins, etc.)

All our systems comply with the European Air Quality Directive.

In fact, the blowing agents used fully comply with the 

requirements for foam products HFC 365, HFC 245, HFA 134 

and water blowing agents. Furthermore, Europoliuretani has been 

marketing systems with the new HFO fourth generation blowing 

agents, which are extremely innovative since they generate foams 

with GWP (Global Warming Potential) equal to zero.
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FLEXIBLE, INTEGRAL, VISCOELASTIC 
AND ELASTOMER SYSTEMS

We produce Integral and Elastomer polyurethane foam

systems, Flexible, Viscoelastic and Isocyanate systems

for special applications. Such are made via physical blowing 

(ODP=0) or chemical agents that can be either very hard

or very soft and, upon request, even self-extinguishing

(class 1 IM, British Standard). 

Since polyurethane is a very versatile material, it can be used

for various applications in several sectors:

· furniture (arm rests, seats, sofas, etc.)

· automotive (arm rests, steering wheels, seats, etc.)

· memory foam products (pillows, mattresses, etc.)

· special applications

 (soles, rubber agglomerates for floorings, etc.)

All our systems comply with the European Air Quality Directive.

In fact, the blowing agents used fully comply with the 

requirements for foam products HFC 365, HFC 245,HFA 134

and water blowing agents. Moreover, Europoliuretani will

soon offer expanded HFO polyurethane systems. 

FLEXIBLE
POLYURETHANE
SYSTEMS



europoliuretani.com

Via Castellana 68
35010 Trebaseleghe 
Padova - Italy

T  +39 049 9386521
F  +39 049 9386910

info@europoliuretani.com
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